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collaborators, is, however, happily still with us to 
recall for us the story of those times in a way impos
sible for any but one who was a.n active participator. 
This he did in his address, "Early Days of Genetics", 
delivered to the hundredth meeting of the Genetica.l 
Society in Cambridge last year, and now published 
in Heredity (4, 1-10; 1950). 

Prof. Punnett begins by sketching in the back
ground of morphological Darwinism, as it was towards 
the end of the past century. From Galton's attempt 
to give preci8ion to the notions of variation and 
heredity grew the biometrical school led by Pearson 
the ma.thema.ticia.n and Weldon the zoologist. Theirs 
was the orthodoxy with which Bateson clashed : a 
clash which was coloured by the early association 
and friendship of Weldon and Bateson at St. John's 
College, Cambridge. This clash preceded the revela
tion of Mendel's paper in 1900, a. revelation which, 
of course, confirmed Bateson in his view that variation 
was discontinuous and which set him off with added 
vigour on his experimental line of inquiry. We can 
read of the shifts to which Bateson and his small 
band were reduced by shortage of funds to support 
their experiments ; of tending the poultry and of 
growing the sweet pea.a ; of the dark business of 
'openings' when unhatched chicks were taken from 
their eggs for classification ; and of the rides to the 
farm for classifying the sweet peas which it was 
impossible to grow in Bateson's garden. The dilli
culties of publication, too, were serious in these early 
days, and the Reports to the Evolution Committee 
of the Royal Society (of which Bateson eventually 
became secretary) afforded the only free channel. 

Some of the occasions of which Prof. Punnett 
writes have a drama seldom found at scientific 
meetings. The session at the British Association 
meeting in 1904, when the Mendelians presented their 
case and fought off the attacks of Weldon and 
Pearson, deserves almost to rank beside that other 
and earlier session which Bishop Wilberforce and 
T. H. Huxley ma.de famous. On another occasion, 
at the Roya.I Society, Hurst's Mendelian interpretation 
of the inheritance of chestnut in horses was success
fully challenged by Weldon from his own study of 
the "Stud Book", and to Bateson's intense annoyance 
the paper had to be withdrawn. But we can scarcely 
share this annoyance. We are given the story of "Ben 
Battle", the horse who was registered as a chestnut 
and who sired bays from chestnut ma.res ; a story 
which teaches us not to be conservative or restrictive 
in out reading. For "Ben Battle", though entered in 
the "Stud Book" as a chestnut, was revealed by 
"Form at a Glance" always to have raced as a bay. 
Mendelism in horses was saved. 

The history which Prof. Punnett relates is essen
tially personal, whether he is describing the conduct 
of experiments, the clashes with opponents, or his 
own association with G. H. Hardy both in the 
secretaryship of the Committee for the Retention of 
Greek in the Previous Examination and on the 
cricket field-an association which resulted in the 
formulation of Hardy's Law, upon. which population 
genetics has been built. It is this personal element, 
this re-living of those early days, which lends fas
cination to the story. Prof. Punnett's account will 
appeal not merely to the geneticist interested in the 
rise of his science. The colour which he paints into 
the early genetical scene must surely command a 
wider audienc&-one which will include all biologists, 
for all a.re now feeling the repercussions of the events 
which he so vividly describes. K. MATHER 

OBITUARIES 

Mr. Henry G. Maurice, C.B. 
HENRY GASCOYEN MAURICE, fisheries secretary 

of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries during 
1912-38, and former president of the Zoological 
Society of London, died in London on May. 12 at the 
age of seventy-five. He was educated at Marlborough 
and Lincoln College, Oxford, graduating in Honour 
Moderations and Greats ; and afterwards spent some 
time in coaching arid travel before being called to 
the Bar at Lincoln's Inn in 1904. He then joined 
the Board of Education and, as private secretary 
to Sir Walter Runcima.n, accompanied him to 
the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, and 
eventually was appointed to take charge of the 
Fisheries Department. At first Maurice's appoint
ment aroused some criticism among zoologists, but 
his wise judgment, tactful handling of his staff, 
friendly and unassuming manner soon won the 
affection and confidence of all who came in contact 
with him. He was largely responsible for the formation 
of the Fisheries Committee of the Development Com
mission, and the development of fisheries research 
laboratories in Great Britain. He was also interested 
in the development of the whaling industry and 
the preservation of whales, and was an original 
member of the Discovery Committee of the Colonial 
Office. 

Maurice was president of the International Council 
for the Exploration of the Sea during 1920-38, ~d 
afterwards president d'honneur ; for his services he 
was awarded the Gold Meda.I of the Johannes Schmidt 
Foundation for Oceanographica.l Research. He served 
for many years on the CounGil of the Marine Bio
logical Association and the Challenger Society : hie 
address to the latter in 1945, ".Where the Society 
stands", aptly summarizes the early history of the 
Challenger Society and its future possibilities. 

A much wider public, however, will remember 
Maurice as a field naturalist. At Marlborough an 
interest in birds and bird-watching was stimulated 
by his senior school-fellow, J. Stanley Gardiner, and 
as a keen angler he acquired a wider acquaintance 
with Nature. Some years before his retirement he 
went to live near Regent's Park and became a 
constant visitor to the Zoological Gardens. He was 
elected to the Council of the Zoological Society in 
1926, and from then onwards took a more active 
interest in its affairs. In 1942 he succeeded Lord 
Onslow as president of the Society and held this 
office until 1948, helping to pilot the Society through 
the difficult post-war period. His services were 
recognized by the award of the Society's Gold Medal, 
conferred only three times previously. 

Maurice took a very active part in Nature pro
tection, and as secretary of the Society for the 
Preservation of the Fauna of the Empire helped to 
arouse a wider interest in the subject and promote 
necessary legislation. He was editor of the Fauna 
Journal and one of its ma.in contributors. As a 
member of the Commission of the Institut des Pares 
Nationaux du Congo Belge, he expounded his views 
in an address given (in French) at the Fondation 
Universitaire, Brussels, under the title "Parle a la 
terre". He led the British delegation to the inaugural 
conference at Fontainebleau in 1948 which resulted 
in the foundation of the International Union for the 
Protection of Nature, and was one of its first vice
presidents. 
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Maurice possessed exceptional literary gifts and 
contributed reviews, letters and articles to various 
publications, including The Times, the New Statesman, 
the Manchester Guardwn, the Fiel,d and Zoo Life. 
Two of his main interests are evident in his volumes 
"Sometimes an Angler", a collection of fishing 
memories, and "The Wisdom of the Ass", a series of 
eBSays on animal behaviour. A translation of his 
Belgian address containing a philosophical expoeition 
of his attitude towards wild life was the subject 
of a leader in The Times. EDWARD HINDLE 

Mr. M. J. B. Davy 
MR. MAURICE JOHN BERNARD DAVY, keeper of the 

Department of Air and Water Transport at the 
Science Museum, London, who died in hospital on 
June 1 at the age of fifty-seven, was a well-known 
authority on the history and development of aero
nautics in all its branches. Born on November 12, 
1892, he was the only son of the late Lieut.-Colonel 
J. J. Davy. He was educated at Douai Abbey and 
by private tuition. In the First World War he 
became a pilot officer in the Royal Flying Corps, 
and this, no doubt, was the genesis of his devotion to 
aeronautics. 

When he entered the Science Museum in 1920, 
under the directorship of Sir Henry Lyons, there was 
already a small embryo collection entitled "Aerial 
Navigation", which he, more than anyone else, 
laboured to develop into the present Aeronautical 
Collection, by general consent one of the finest of its 
kind in the world. 

Davy's principal contributions to aeronautical 
history will be found in the series of official hand
books which he prepared for the Science Museum. 
Soon after his appointment, there appeared in 1922 
the first separate catalogue of the Aeronautics Col
lection, to which a supplement was added in 1924. 
The handbook "Heavier-than-air Aircraft" appeared 
in 1929, and has run to several editions. There 
followed "The Propulsion of Aircraft" (with Mr. 
G. T. Richards) in 1930, a special monograph in 1931 
involving a great deal of original research on the 
pioneer work of Henson and Stringfellow, and 
"Lighter-than-air Aircraft" in 1934. 

Davy's approach was both that of technician and 
philosopher. In his major works, such as the "Inter
pretive History of Flight" first published in 1937, 
and "Air Power and Civilization" which appeared in 
1941, he sought not merely to record the history 
of aeronautics, but also to interpret its socio
logical implications. This same attitude of mind is 
apparent in the thoughtful article "Flight in Nature 
and in Human- Society" which he contributed 
in 1948 to the Journal of the Royal Aeronautical 
Society. 

Davy's life work, embodied in the aeronautical 
collections of the Science Museum, is a testimony to 
his industry, enthusiasm and ability which will last 
so long as the Museum stands. Those who had 
the privilege of working with him will sadly miss a 
personality of great charm and the counsel of a 
respected colleague. He was a fellow of the Royal 
Aeronautical Society and an Officer of the Order of 
St. John of Jerusalem. H. P. SPRATT 

NEWS and VIEWS 
Geology at Oxford : Prof. J. A. Douglas 

WrrH his retirement this year from the chair of 
geology of Oxford, Prof. J. A. Douglas ends a dis
tinguished association of forty-eight years in the 
University, commencing as undergraduate, con
tinuing as demonstrator, and finally, in 1937, 
succeeding to the chair in place of W. J. Sollas, who 
had remained in office until his death at the age of 
eighty-seven. Prof. Douglas is a master in an unusual 
degree of all aspects of geology, and his pleasant 
temperament and capacity for exposition have made 
him a teacher who has had an important influence on 
geological learning at Oxford through the years. His 
researches have covered British Jurassic stratigraphy, 
palreontology and economic geology. He carried out 
geological exploration in the Andes of Peru and 
Bolivia during 1910--12 and again in 1929. He has 
been palreontological adviser to the Anglo-Iranian 
Oil Co. since 1922 and has travelled extensively in 
the Middle East ; and this association has supplied 
material for important palreontological papers. Prof. 
Douglas has served on the Council of the Geological 
Society of London for twenty years, for seven years 
as secretary, and twice as vice-president. He has 
been a fellow of University College, Oxford, since 
1937. In the First World War, after serving with 
the Gordon Highlanders and 172 Tunnelling Coy., 
Royal Engineers, he was appointed instructor in 
military mining at Chatham. In the Second World 
War he commanded the Oxford City Battalion of the 
Home Guard. 

The Department of Geology has been greatly 
handicapped for many years by inadequate accom
modation ; but, thanks to the initiative of Prof. 
Douglas and financial support by the Shell Petroleum 
Co., a new building was completed last year and 
formally opened by the vice-chancellor (see Nature, 
July 23, 1949, p. 152). It is sad that Prof. Douglas 
has had so short a time to enjoy this excellent 
building; but it will remain as a memorial to the 
great part which he has played in geological education 
in Oxford over so many years. 

Prof. L. R. Wager, F.R.S. 

PRoF. L. R. WAGER, who succeeds Prof. Douglas, 
was educated at Leeds Grammar School and Pem
broke College, Cambridge, where he was awarded an 
open scholarship in 1923. Following his B.A. degree 
in 1926, he worked for three years in the Sedgwick 
Museum, Cambridge, as a Goldsmiths' Company's 
research student. His work at Cambridge gave early 
indication of his wide interests in geology, and his 
researches ranged from metasomatism in the Whin 
Sill and metamorphism of the Connemara region to 
the tectonics of the Craven area. In 1929 he was 
appointed lecturer in mineralogy and petrology at 
the University of Reading, and his period there was 
marked by a further widening of his interests in the 
geological sciences, and a great extension of his field 
of activity. In 1930--31, as geologist to the British 
Arctic Air-Route Expedition, he discovered the 
Tertiary igneous activity of the Ea.st Greenland coast 
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